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1. At one time the effect of «relativistic long-range action» of field has been 
ascertained on the basis of the Lienard — Wiechert potential (see, e.g., [1 ]). 
This effect is that the field of charge is drawn out forward as its velocity 
increases and acts at ever greater distances. 

The expression for equipotential curves following from the formula of 
electric potential Ф created by charge moving with velocity fie takes the form 

» * / ф A /14 
K ~ 1 -j3 cos в 1 -ficosO' u ; 

Here R is the retarded distance; 0, the angle between the vectors R and fi. It is 
evident that formula (1) represents a polar equation of ellipse with focal 
parameter a and accentricity ft. At high velocities (fi -> 1), in particular, we have 

R"=aTZf°'2a'f' (2) 

where у is the Lorentz-factor. 
The behaviour of longitudinal and transversal sizes of the electromagnetic 

field of proton and electron with growing their velocity is presented in the table. 
The atomic size 1 A that answers the production of the simplest bound system, 
e.g., of the indicated particles, is taken as an initial one. As is seen, at a proton 
energy of E = 1 0 TeV the longitudinal size of the field is 2 cm (the transversal 
one is 2 mm); for an electron with an energy of E = 50 GeV, Л | ( = 2 m, 
R = 20 mkm. To the point, the known relativistic growth of ionization losses is 
conditioned just by the considered effect. For cosmic particles of relatively low 
energy E = 1 0 TeV the longitudinal size reaches a very large value of 200 m 
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(R =5 0.2 cm). Thus, one can say that elementary particles acquire charac
teristics of macroscopic objects. Therefore the division into micro- and 
macroobjects becomes in a sense conditional (relative). What is more, at high 
energies the production of atoms of macroscopic sizes becomes possible. 

One should pay attention that at an energy of 1016 eV the field of a cosmic 
particle (proton) only entering the atmosphere already reaches the surface of 
the Earth. At E = 1018 eV the longitudinal size is 2-105 km, i.e., it is much 
larger than the Earth diameter. The longitudinal field size 2-10 km is 
significantly larger than the distance from the Earth to the Sun for cosmic 

20 
particles of a maximum energy of 10 eV. 

2. It should be emphasized that we have here the physical explanation of the 
broad-known, but not quite clear, growth of the formation length of radiation at 
high energies*. 

Remind that the concept of the formation length (way) was introduced by 
I.Frank [2 ] when considering the radiation of a uniformly moving oscillator in a 
refractive medium. He defined it as the interval of the path from which waves are 
radiated by a source in phase. The corresponding formula (for refractive index 
n = 1) has the form 

/ = Ш (3) 
7 1 - £ cos в ' w ' 

where Я is the wave length of radiation; в, the angle between the directions of 
wave emission and charge motion. The other (independent) deduction of 
formula (3) is given in Appendix. 

As it follows from a simple comparison of equations (3) and (1), all the 
peculiarities of the formation length behaviour simply reflect the field behaviour 
of a moving charge. For this the radiation itself can be interpreted as «knocking 
out» quanta of the charge «accompaniment held». 

APPENDIX 
(Relation of the formation length 

with the field sizes of a moving charge) 

Based on the Lienard-Wiechert vector potential, by analogy with (1) we 
have о 

RA = A(l -yScosfl) ' ( A 1 > 

*If one lakes into account that according to contemporary representations, the electric field of a 
moving charge takes the form of squeezed revolution ellipsoid. 
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Now we would like to pay attention to the following. The radiation of a moving 
charge is in essence the conversation of virtual quanta to real ones. Based on the 
electromagnetic coupling constant, it follows that the ratio of the interaction 
energy of two charges e IA at distance A which is carried by a virtual photon to 
the energy of a born real quantum with wave length A is а/ 2л. Indeed, 

a e2, he / A O , 

2̂  = T / T - (A2) 

Substituting the corresponding relation for momentum (eA = a He/ A) in (Al), 
we obtain [3] 

R iSL £ (A3). 
Kt ~ (a he/ A)(l - £ cos в) ~ 1 - £ cos в ' (™r 

Thus, expressions (A3) and (3) derived in absolutely different ways are 
completely coincident. It should be stressed that the behaviour of both the field 
sizes and the formation length are essentially defined by the «retardation 
factor» x = 1 - P cos в. This factor defines on the whole the intensity of 
«velocity radiation» (as bremsstrahlung, though). Therefore the larger the 
formation length the more the probability of quantum emission just in this 
direction. 
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Стрельцов В.Н. Д2-95-10 
Макроскопические размеры поля сверхрелятивистских 
зарядов 

На основании уравнения лиенар-вихертовских эквипотенциалов пока
зано, что поле сверхрелятивистских зарядов достигает макроскопических 
размеров (например, при Е = 50 ГэВ Ru = 2 м). Это явление служит пер
вопричиной известного значительного роста длины формирования излу
чения при. высоких энергиях. 

.Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1995 

Strel'tsovV.N. D2-95-10 
Macroscopic Sizes of Field of Superrelativistic Charges 

Based on the equation of Lienard—Wiechert equipotentials, it is shown that 
the field of superrelativistic charges reaches macroscopic sizes (e.g., Лц = 2 m 
at Ee = 50 GeV). This phenomenon serves an initial cause of the known con
siderable growth of formation length at high energies. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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